make rainbow loom bracelets using two pencils - have you heard of the rainbow loom if you have kids it's a good bet you have the bracelets are the latest rage with all of the kids these days at school emma my nine year old is head over heals for these bracelets they are coolest thing since silly bands the thing is the, easy rainbow loom bracelets w pencils no loom required - here's how to make a rainbow loom fishtail bracelet without using the loom kit all you need are some rubber bands and pencils it's a more affordable and simple method, inverted fish tail rainbow loom bracelet using two pencils - here's a great version of the rainbow loom bracelet without the loom called an inverted fish tail this is really easy and my daughter was able to create this bracelet in no time so i highly recommend this version of a rainbow loom bracelet things you will need rainbow loom bands two pencils step 1, how to make a pencil loom for loom bands bracelets - this tutorial will show your how to make a two peg loom with just two pencils no rainbow loom no problem be sure to check out all my two peg bracelet tuto, 5 easy ways to make loom bands with pictures wikihow - edit article how to make loom bands five methods making a basic loom bands bracelet making a fishtail loom bands bracelet making a triple fishtail loom bands bracelet making a hexafish loom bands bracelet making a loom bands necklace community q a loom bands are the hottest new craze everyone's wearing accessories made from these colorful little rubber bands, how to make loom bands with your fingers 10 tutorials - the rainbow loom band bracelets and necklaces charms rings headbands oh my we've shared here are just as popular as ever as kids find new ways to put them to use now the trend is to ditch the looms entirely and learn how to make loom bands with your fingers our kids have been doing, how to make a pencil grip with your rainbow loom - how to make a pencil grip need a change from making rainbow loom bracelets why not make a pencil grip we used a tutorial by the parenting channel to make our pencil grip check it out here posted in challenging rainbow loom charms rainbow loom tutorials 95 comments, how to make loom band patterns without the loom wikihow - you can make awesome rainbow band patterns using household supplies like pencils and forks to weave the same designs you'd weave using a loom when you re wearing your finished bracelet no one will know the difference